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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dr. Charu Saharia Nath, MA, M. Phil, BT, Ph.D.
President,
Governing Body, Rangapara College

It is a matter of great pleasure that, like previous years, Rangapara College is going to
publish its ‘prospectus’ in the academic year 2021-2022 too. The prospectus is the mirror of the college
as it includes the developmental history of the college and the various courses offered by the college for
the students. Recently it has been seen that Rangapara college has attained high level progress in respect
of infrastructural development and its career oriented courses for the students. The opening of science
stream and M.A. in Hindi are remarkable achievements for the college., visit by Ex. Education Minister,
present Chief Minister of Assam Dr. Himanta Biswa Sarma and honourable M.P. of Tezpur, Sri Pallab
Lochan Das are other remarkable events of the college. The Principal and the faculty members have
given their untired efforts for the academic progress of the college. The college has organized several
programmers including Popular talk, National Seminar, NSS programmers of students, Publication of
books and Journals and opening of spoken Boro certificate courses, etc. are other steps taken by the
college. I hope, Rangapara college will fulfil the dreams of aspirants of the region and contribute to the
academic wellbeing of the state. I also expect that, in the coming days, Rangapara College will establish
its courageous steps for the all-round development of the college and promoting education in this region.
I wish every success in their mission and hope the prospectus will reflect all the matters related to the
college and students.
I convey my best wishes to the Principal, teachers, staff members and students once
again.

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Dr. Ranjan Kalita, MA. MMC, Ph.D.
Principal,
Rangapara College

Rangapara College has been a premier centre of learning of rural Assam. Since its inception in
the year 1979, Rangapara College is striding ahead in its mission of disseminating higher education
among the economically and socially disadvantaged rural students of the state. Spreading in a sprawling
and green campus of 40.33 acres, the College is now equipped with futuristic infrastructure for holistic
development of the students. Since my joining in the College in 2018 , I am trying my best to fit up the
College with the best resources so that our students can make themselves apt in the national as well as
global scenario. Science stream was introduced from the academic session 2020-21. We offer Honours &
Regular Courses in all the core subjects from the Science, Arts and Commerce streams. Besides, PG
course in Hindi is being launched from the Academic session 2020-21. The teaching-learning
programmes are marked with personal mentoring; students are encouraged to work in teams and learn
from peers. The primary goal of our Institution is to provide a high quality academic environment and
constantly motivate our students to become socially committed citizens. The College has an excellent
infrastructure with well equipped science laboratories, digital library, gymnasium hall, indoor sports
complex, spacious auditorium, canteen, college mart, conference hall, seminar hall with all modern
amenities. The college is well protected with security guards and CCTVs are installed at all strategic
outdoor locations on the college campus. The College offers well furnished, affordable hostel facilities to
both girls and boys for the outstation students within the College Campus.
At present higher education stands at a transitional juncture. New Education Policy is going to
be implemented recently. Institutions of higher education are keenly awaiting for the implementation of
the new policy. In such a point of time I welcome the students to this institution with the anticipation that
we shall be able to provide education to make them acceptable to the contemporary world.
However, currently, the Covid-19 pandemic has altered our perception of reality and confined
our students to the four walls of their home. Despite such unprecedented times, we have continued our
journey of imparting education to our students by conducting regular online classes, interactive sessions,
tutorials and video lectures. In order to keep the students engaged the college has also organized several
national, international webinars and web based workshops. I am confident that humanity will overcome
these challenging times and our students will seize the opportunity provided by this stimulating
environment to enrich them and build a better future. I welcome all the students and extend my good
wishes to them and pledge to give our best to fulfill their dreams.
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RANGAPARA COLLEGE : A BRIEF HISTORY
The people of Rangapara and the adjacent areas have been seriously pondering over
the idea of starting an institution of higher education for a pretty long time. The seed was firmly put
into ground long back in though the sapling took time in coming up. It was in that the inhabitants of
Rangapara, Balipara, Chengelimari, Misamari, Charduar, Khanamukh, Ghoramari and the adjoining
villages and tea gardens assemble in meeting and got a college managing body formed with Mr. A. J.
Singla as the president and Lt. Mahendra Sarmah as the secretary. The committee worked sincerely
and industriously under the leadership of Mr. Singla and preliminaries to start a college were
completed in no time. The university of Gauhati deputed Mr. Abdul Jalil to inspect and report about
the feasibility of having a college here who did it with utmost urgency. Meanwhile, Mr. Lokeswar
Gogoi who had taken over as the join secretary of the college contacted Mr. R. P Telfor, the then
manager of Phulbari Tea Estate to donate a track of land for the college campus. Mr. Telfor endeavor
earnestly brought a gift land measuring 122 bighas 3 kathas of land from M/S Barelly Tea Company,
the proprietor. The college expresses it deep sense of gratitude to the management of the tea company.
Mr. Telfor or who worked for it and finally got it translated into reality. But then there came a bolt
from the blue. The government of Assam came out with a circular on the 31st may, 1975 forbidding
people to start new colleges.
The people’s enthusiasm was greatly dampened no doubt, but they went on working
optimistically waiting for a better time to come for realization of that dream. It was in those days of
despondency that a god send angle descended in the person of Lt. Hiralal Patowary, an Ex MP. He
injected tremendous hopefulness in the people with his address delivered in a meeting organised at
Rangapara Namghar. Taking a long stride in future, he donated a sum of Rs 10000 to the college fund,
with instruction that the amount be utilized for the college as and when it is borne. His contagious
enthusiasm brought forth another donation of Rs 20000 collected from the public at large. The whole
amount was kept in fixed deposit in the local branch of UCO Bank, Rangapara and has shaped as the
cornered stone of the college. The institution owes its very existence to the departed soul of that great
leader and no words can express our gratitude to him.
In 1979 the govt of Assam came forward with another circular allowing the new
college to be opened, wherever necessary. The college committee which has been reconstituted after the
death of Mahendra Sarmah began working in full swing to get the college started. It was at this time that
Mr. Lakhyadhar Choudhury the then Education Minister of Assam was invited to a meeting of starting
college with the initiative of Mr. Golak Ch Kakati an ex MLA. In his address Mr. Choudhury assured the
people to extend all kind of help towards opening of college and he kept his word by contacting the
authorities of Gauhati University and to care personally so that the college was granted a fare deed. The
university deputed Mr. Khitish Medhi, the Inspector of Colleges and Dr. H. P. Das to inspect the college.
Their report received favorable response from the university and the permission to start the P.U. classes
in arts and Semi Commerce was granted in the subjects of English, Assamese, Bengali, Economics,
Political Science, History, Education, Book Keeping and Business Methods.

RANGAPARA COLLEGE : A BRIEF HISTORY
The college started functioning with 8 students on the roll. It was inaugurated by Mr.
R Borah, IAS, the then DC of Darrang District on the 16th August 1979 in premises of the union
theater club, Rangapara. The college acknowledges a profound sense of gratitude to the management
of the club for accommodation.
The college formally shifted to the present site on 16th August, 1983. Our sincere
gratitude to Mr. A. J. Singla and other members of the managing committee who took all initiative to
construct the present building. The foundation stone laying ceremony was attended by a large number
of people from the surrounding area and Marquas Bardy, a respectable and elderly person from the tea
community was the first man to put the concrete mixture in the foundation post. The college authority
is indebted to the people of Rangapara, Balipara, Charduar and Missamari , the business community,
the tea garden management and employees, tea laborers who paid one day’s wage and TITAN
TRUST for their generous financial help to construct the college building and financial assistance that
extended during the period of pre deficit to disburse salaries to the teaching and non-teaching staff.
Prof. M. Dutta served as principal in charge up to the 10th August, 1981, after that
Dr. K.N Das took over as the principal till his retirement on 31/08/1990.
We are thankful to the Govt. of Assam for bringing the college on the Deficit System
of grants- in- aid from 01/01/1987. The Arts stream of the college was provincialized in 2005 and the
commerce stream in the year 2013.
As a result of untiring efforts put by Umesh Ch Sarmah as principal of the college
was brought under 2f and 12b regulation of UGC in 1996. In 2004 under the abled leadership of Dr. S
Behzad as Principal i/c and Dr. Ranendra Mohan Deka as the Co-Ordinator respectively the college
was assessed and accredited by NAAC with B+ grade. In 2011 again the college was accredited with
B grade by NAAC in the new system of assessment. The coordinator of IQAC Dr. Ranendra Mohan
Deka played a vital role to get UGC grants during the 11th and 12th plan period. With the UGC grant
two numbers of girls’ hostel, the commerce building, indoor sports complex was constructed in the
college. As the college was accredited by NAAC, RUSA sanctioned a grant of Rupees two Crore to
the college with which the new RUSA building was constructed. The construction and the renovation
of boundary wall, old administrative building, college office, library building and canteen building
were done with RUSA grant. Gymnasium equipment, wi-fi, new books for library etc. were purchase
by the RUSA grant.
From 1993-2018, ten principals bore the responsibility either as regular principal or
in-charge principal of the college. They are Dr. G C Baruah, Dr. Mrs P Bhattacherjy, U.C Sarmah,
Dr. P.K Das, Dr. S, Behzad, Dr. Sailendra Borthakur, Miss L. Nath, Sri R.C. Baishya Dr. H.K Sahu
and Dr. B Talukdar.
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RANGAPARA
COLLEGE : ADESK
BRIEF HISTORY
FROM THE PRESIDENT’S
The present principal Dr Ranjan Kalita joined the college on 09/07/2018. Under the
dynamic leadership of Dr. Kalita the college strides ahead with an aim to reach the zenith of
excellence in higher education as stated in its vision. The most important event of Dr. Kalita’s tenure
is the introduction of the Science Stream in the college by the govt of Assam and introduction of PG
classes in Hindi in 2020. The science stream is smoothly going ahead and the 1st batch of BSc
(Honours) will appear in the final examination of Gauhati University in 2023. The first batch of
Hindi PG students have already appeared in the final examination of 2022. Another notable event of
Dr. Kalita’s time is the introduction of NSS in the college in 2018. The NSS team of the college
headed by Dr. A.K Deka, Asstt Professor has shown excellent achievement during the 1st year of its
inception by winning the Silver Medal for leadership in Tobacco Control and again Gold Medal in
the next year i.e. 2019-2020 awarded by Assam Cancer Care foundation, a Govt of Assam and
TATA Trust initiative. For his efficiency and leadership in college management Dr. Ranjan Kalita
won several awards by different organizations of National level. Two other teachers namely Sri
Prasanta Boro and Sri Dipen Sarma were also won the best teachers award respectively. But the most
important laurels to the college is that the Ministry of Education, Govt. of India has recognized the
college by conferring the District Green Champion Award. It is a matter of pride for the college that
Sri Ratan Choudhury, Astt. Professor of the Department of Botany was conferred young scientist
award by the IJIEMR, Elsevier SSRN research. Adding another feeder to the cap, Ratan Choudhury
was able to get a patent by Intellectual Property, Govt of India for insulin dispensing device with
automated blood Glucose monitoring.
In the field of sports also the college has shown tremendous performance. A
number of players from the college3 has own award in national and state level sports events. Besides,
the college has organised a number of state level sports event like Gauhati University inter college
football tournament, GU Weight and power lifting competition, All Assam Karate Competition, Inter
District college volleyball competition.
Being a rural college situated in a socially disadvantaged area it has a great
responsibility to serve the community for development. Keeping it in mind the college has adopted 5
villages of the area under Unnat Bharat Abhiyan initiated by Ministry of Education Govt of India.
The college has also adopted an orphanage and is extending help by providing educational help and
other amenities. It is also notable that the college has received with the ISO certification for quality
education management. Besides the college is putting its efforts to mitigate a number of social evils
including Witch-hunting and Deforestation in the surrounding areas.
With three Girls’ Hostels, three Boys’ Hostels, a big play ground, an indoor sports’
complex, ten number of digital class rooms, digital seminar halls, auditorium, campus wi-fi and with
a digital Library, the college possess very good infrastructure facilities. At present there are 2800
students in the college pursuing study in Arts, Commerce and Science. Moreover, there are a few
diploma and certificate courses run by the college. The college has already worked out a road map
for the implementation of NEP 2020.

RANGAPARA COLLEGE : A BRIEF HISTORY

Inaugural Ceremony,
16th August, 1979

Principal and Staff in 1983
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A JOURNEY THROUGH THE TIME MACHINE

ABOUT THE COLLEGE

Rangapara College, offering courses from Higher Secondary to Post-graduation, started
its journey from Rangapara Town Hall on 16thAugust, 1979. In the following year it was affiliated to
Gauhati University (GU).The present campus, to where it was shifted in 1983, is spread over 40.33 acres
(122 Bighas) of land. The college was brought under deficit grant-in-aid system from 1st January 1987,
and was included under Section 2 (f) & 12 (B) of UGC Act, 1955 from 20th March 1996. On 8th August
1988, Commerce was introduced as a sanctioned department and the faculty was provincialized on 1st
January 2013. In the year 2004 the College was accredited with B+ grade and again in 2011, the college
was accredited ‘B’ grade by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC).
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1. 1979 – PU Starts
2. 1983 – B.A. Affiliation
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Moved to the Present Campus
3. 1987 – Deficit Grant in Aid
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4. 1990 – B.Com Affiliation
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5. 1996 – 2(f) & 12(B) of UGC

MILESTONE….

COLLEGE AT A GLANCE

6. 2004 – First NAAC Accreditation
Another milestone of the College was the introduction of the Science stream, both in
Higher Secondary and Undergraduate level, on 2nd November 2020. Since its inception, the expansion of
the college has been phenomenal in terms of faculty strength, number of students and infrastructure. The
Central College Library owns more than 30,000 books with a significant number of periodicals and
journals. The institution is well-equipped with science laboratories, digital class rooms, seminar rooms,
and meeting hall among others. Besides, the college has a Computer Centre, well-furnished Hostel
Facilities for both Boys & Girls, Canteen, Gymnasium Hall, Indoor Sports Complex, Playground and a
Shopping Complex.
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7. 2011 Second NAAC Accrediation
8. 2013 – Commerce Provincialisation
9. 2019 – P.G.(Hindi) opened
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9. 2020 – Science Introduced
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VISION & MISSION OF THE COLLEGE

•

MISSION
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

MISSION

To reach the zenith of excellence in higher education by generating exemplary human resources.
To transform lives and serve society by promoting the participation of rural students in Higher
Education.
To implement the green policies and create a “Swachh” environment for the holistic development &
growth of our students and teachers. .
To achieve excellence in Teaching, Learning and Research
To develop scientific, intellectual and socio-economic skills among students.
To enhance the physical & mental fitness, and develop socio-cultural qualities of students.
To disseminate the scientific temperament in the campus and in the society.
To enhance the commitment of faculty, staff and student to the centrality of diversity, social justice
and democratic citizenship.

CORE VALUES
i.
Always Student First.
VISION
ii. Quest for Quality through Hard work.
iii. Local to Global.
iv. Social Responsibility.
v. Gender Equity.
vi. Learning for Life.
vii. Community Development and Participation.

GOALS
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

To publish at least fifteen research papers annually in high quality journals.
To achieve a result status of 100% pass percentage, where, 30% students to obtain first division.
To organize seminars and workshops, one from each department in an academic year.
To make use of ICT in teaching learning and create suitable environment for the same.
To promote research by providing adequate all-round support to the faculties and students.
To conduct various programmes in rural areas of the surroundings to enhance the overall
awareness, and participation in higher education.
vii. To conduct various awareness programmes for disseminating scientific knowledge.

OBJECTIVES
1.
2.

To adapt interactive teaching learning pedagogy.
To encourage students to go in flipped classrooms and follow the blended mode of teaching
learning.
3. To enhance the scientific, intellectual and socio-economic skills among the students by providing
relevant courses.
4. To adapt collaborative approach in teaching, learning and research.
5. To organize and participate in sports events and enhance the physical fitness of the students.
6. To organize and participate in cultural events to enhance the socio-cultural qualities and skills
among students.
7. To establish a Yoga and Meditation center to enhance the mental fitness of the students.
8. To ensure that every student is connected to the society.
9. To create participative events to enhance the scientific awareness among the students and society.
10. To observe the events of National importance.

WHY TO CHOOSE RANGAPARA COLLEGE ?
By focusing on the needs of students, teachers are able to assist and teach students within the
classroom ensuring a higher level of student success.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

At Rangapara College we strive to provide a well-rounded education for the students with a holistic
approach that helps in their overall personality development.
It is one of the most remarkable institutions of learning in the region with a good reputation that
provides an affordable education.
Financial assistance is also provided in the form of numerous awards and scholarships.
Standing amidst lush green tea gardens, the college provides a serene study environment and hostel
facilities.
The student pool consists of diverse communities like General caste, OBC, SC, ST and Tea Tribes
etc.
Community service is encouraged through various organizations like National Service Scheme
(NSS) and Red Cross Society.

REASONS TO CHOOSE RANGAPARA COLLEGE

VISION

VISION
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COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

GOVERNING BODY

Dr. Charu Saharia Nath
President, Governing Body

Sri Krishna Kamal Tanti
Special Invitee
Hon’ble MLA, Rangapara LAC

Dr. Ranjan Kalita
Principal & Secretary
Rangapara College

Dr. Ranendra Mohan Deka
Vice Principal
Ex-officio member

Dr. Sukhdev Adhikari
Principal, LOKD College
VC Nominee

Dr. Debajit Baruah
Principal, PDUAM, Behali
VC Nominee

Mr. Munindra Baishya
Teacher Member

Mrs. Jyoti Kalita
Junior Assistant
Staff Member

Mr. Prasanta Boro
Ex-officio member

Faruque Ahmed
Guardian Member

Mr. Lohit Baishya
Teacher Member

Sri Sonam Das
Secretary, TAI, Tezpur
Donor Member

Mr. Upendra Kr. Nath
Guardian Member

Dr. Charu Saharia Nath
President, Governing Body

Dr. Ranjan Kalita
Principal

Dr. Ranendra Mohan Deka
Vice Principal

Mrs. Anuva Agarwala
Presiding Officer, ICC

Mr. Atul Sarmah
Coordinator, IQAC

Mr. Prasanta Boro
Chief warden of Hostels
Student Welfare Officer

Dr. Aswini Kumar Deka
Programme Officer, NSS Unit

Dr. Naba Kanta Das
Coordinator, ODL Study
Centre

Mr. Nupam Kumar Palit
Admission and Examination officer

Mr. Lohit Baishya
Health and Personality
development Officer

Mr. Dadhiram Brahma
Sports Officer

Dr. Gitartha Kaushik
Cultural Officer

COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

GOVERNING BODY
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LIBRARY STAFF

Mrs. Swapna Mandal Mahanta
UDA, Head Assistant

Mr. Lakhidhar Das
LDA, Accountant

Mr. Robertson Khora
LDA

Mr. Kamal Ansari
Junior Assistant

Mr. Rajib Saikia
LDA (Daily Basis)

Mr. Goutam Barman
LDA

Mr. Joydev Nath
Grade IV

Mr. Ramyajyoti Arandhara
Librarian

Mrs. Jyoti Kalita
Junior Assistant, Library

Mr. Someswar Das
Library Bearer

Mr. Sanjay Boro
Grade IV

Mr. Deepak Tossa
Library Bearer

OFFICE & LIBRARY STAFF

OFFICE STAFF

OFFICE STAFF

Miss. Rina Medhi
Jr. Assistant

Mr. Michael Topno
Grade IV
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FACULTY OF ARTS

* অসমীয়া িবভাগ (DEPARTMENT OF ASSAMESE)

* बर’ $बफान (DEPARTMENT OF BODO)
* DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

FACULTY OF ARTS
RANGAPARA COLLEGE

* DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

FACULTY OF ARTS

FACULTY OF ARTS

* বাংলা িবভাগ (DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI)

* DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

* )ह+द- .वभाग DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

* DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

* DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
8

DEPARTMENT OF ASSAMESE

!শািণতপুৰৰ

ৰঙাপৰা, িমছামাৰী, বািলপৰা, খনামুখ, লখৰা, চািৰদুৱাৰ, 4ঘাঁৰামাৰী, 4খলমা7

এেলকাৰ লগেত অৰুণাচলৰ সীমা>ৱত? 4চেঙলীমাৰী, ছপালগা, এৰািললগা, গােড়াগাওঁ, গামানী, ভালুকপুং আিদ
িবEৃ ত অGলৰ ছাH-ছাHীক উK িশMাৰ সুেযাগ Oদানৰ লMP আৰু উেQেশP অGলেটা দূৰদশ? আৰু িবদPানুৰাগী
ৰাইেজ ১৯৭৯ চনৰ ১৬ আগZত [াপন কিৰিছল ৰঙাপৰা মহািবদPালয়। ৰঙাপৰাৰ ইউিনয়ন িথেয়টাৰ হলত
আৰ` কৰা অGলেটাৰ একমাH উK িশMাৰ অনুaান ৰঙাপৰা মহািবদPালয়ৰ জbলcেৰ পৰাই অসমীয়া
িবভাগ7ৰ পাঠদান আৰ` হয়। অৱেশP ১৯৮৪ চনতেহ িবভাগেটােৱ gৱাহাh িবiিবদPালয়ৰ পৰা [ায়ী jীকৃ িত
লাভ কেৰ। Oয়াত ড৹ Oদীপ mমাৰ দাস আিছল িবভাগেটাৰ Oিতaাপক অধPাপক। 4তেখেত িবভাগৰ মুৰoীৰ
উপিৰ িকছু কাল ভাৰOাp অধPM ৰূেপও কাযqিনবqাহ কিৰিছল। পৰৱত? কালত ড৹ িগিৰজা বমqন (সদP
অৱসৰOাp), িজেতন হাজিৰকা আৰু অিiনী mমাৰ 4ডকাই িবভাগেটাত [ায়ী Oৱtা / অধPাপক ৰূেপ 4সৱা
আগবঢ়াইেছ । িবভাগ7ৰ পাঠদান সূচাৰুৰেূ প পিৰচালনাৰ সুিবধােথq সমেয় সমেয় অংশকালীন/wকািভিxক
Oৱtাই আগবেঢ়াৱা 4সৱা উেyখেযাগP। ৰঙাপৰা মহািবদPালয়ৰ অসমীয়া িবভাগৰ আধুিনক ভাৰতীয় ভাষাৰ
লগেত সbান/Oধান {াতক মহলাৰ 4|ণীত Oিত }শিMক বষqত ৫০ গৰাকী ছাH-ছাHীেয় নামভিতq ৰ সুেযাগ
লাভ কিৰ আিহেছ।
গেৱষণামূলক কাযqত অংশ€হণঃ িবভাগত কমqৰত অৱ[ােতই Oয়াত Oদীপ mমাৰ দাস আৰু িগিৰজা
বমqেণ gৱাহাh িবiিবদPালয়ৰ পৰা িপ৹এইচ৹িড উপািধ লাভ কেৰ। এেকদেৰ অিiনী mমাৰ 4ডকাই অলপেত
গেৱষণা কমqৰ আনুaািনকতা সমাp কিৰ ডtেৰট উপািধ লাভ কেৰ। িবভাগৰ আন এজন Oৱtা িজেতন
হাজিৰকাইও গেৱষণা কিৰ আেছ। উেyখেযাগP 4য 4দৱাি‚তা 4মিধেয় মহািবদPালয়ত অংশকালীন Oৱtা ৰূেপ
কমqৰত অৱ[ােত িপ.এইচ.িড. উপািধ লাভ কেৰ। তােৰাপিৰ িবভাগৰ ছাH পৱন }দমাৰীেয় gৱাহাh
িবiিবদPালয়ৰ পৰা {াতেকাxৰ আৰু 4নট উxীণq }হ বতq মান ৰঙাপৰা মহািবদPালয়ৰ অসমীয়া িবভাগত
অংশকালীন Oৱtা ৰূেপ 4সৱা আগবঢ়াই আিহেছ। িবভাগৰ পৰা সুখPািতেৰ উxীণq ভােলসংখPক ছাH-ছাHীেয়
িশMকতােক ধিৰ চৰকাৰী, 4বচৰকাৰী চাকিৰ পাবৈল সMম }হেছ।
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FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Jiten Hazarika, Associate Professor
Qualification: M. A. (Gau.U.)
Phone: 8638743665
E-mail id : jitenhazarika@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature andLanguage

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Aswini Kr. Deka, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A., Ph.D. (Gau. U.), NET
Phone: 8638547582 / 9435084075
E-mail id: aswinibalipara@gmail.com
Area of interest: Assamese Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Debasmita Medhi, Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (Gau. U.), NET
Phone: 7576924744
E-mail id: debasmitamedhi@gmail.com
Area of interest: Assamese Language, Literature andCulture

DEPARTMENT OF ASSAMESE

িবভাগৰ িবষেয় িকছু কথা

অসমীয়া িবভাগৰ িনধqািৰত পাঠP…মৰ 4যােগিদ অসমীয়া ভাষাৰ উৎপিx, অসমীয়া সািহতPৰ …মিবকাশ,
অসমীয়া সািহতPৰ যুগ িবভাজন, Oাক শংকৰী, শংকৰী, উxৰ শংকৰী, অৰুেণাদই, 4জানাকী, বাঁহী, িবজুিল,
আৱাহন, jাধীেনাxৰ আিদ যুগৰ িবেশষ‡, অসমীয়া ভাষাৈল িবিভˆ জািত-জনেগাaীৰ অৱদান, অসমীয়া ভাষাৰ
অিভধান, বPাকৰণ, চিৰত সািহতP, বুৰ‰ী সািহতP আিদৰ অধPয়ন, তু লনামূলক সািহতP, অসমীয়া নাটক, গŠ,
কিবতা, উপনPাস, জীৱনী, ‹মণ কািহনী ইতPািদৰ ইিতহাস, …মিবকাশৰ অধPয়ন কৰা । ইয়াৰ উপিৰ ৰঙাপৰা
মহািবদPালয়ৰ অসমীয়া িবভােগ িশMামূলক ‹মণ, OকŠ OŒত আিদৰ 4যােগিদ অধPয়ন আৰু গেৱষণাৰ এ7
পিৰেৱশ সৃিZ কিৰ আিহেছ। 4শহতীয়াৈক নতু ন িচ.িব.িচ.এচ. পাঠP…মত সিˆিৱZ দMতা িবকাশ আিদ পাঠP…েম
িবদPাথ?ক বৃিxমূলক িদশেতা মেনািনেৱশ কৰাৰ সুেযাগ Oদান কিৰেছ।

আগবেঢ়াৱা পাঠ45ম
v উKতৰ মাধPিমক পাঠP…ম (HS)
v {াতক পাঠP…ম (BA-Hons)
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িবভাগ স>েক?

বািলপারা, খনামুখ, চািরদুয়ার আিদ িবEৃ ত এেলকার

ছাH-ছাHীেদর উK িশMার সুেযাগ Oদােনর লMP এবং উেQশPেক সামেন 4রেখ সমােজর িকছু িচ>াশীল
বুিŽজীিব, িশMািবদ তথা সমাজকম?েদর অদমP উৎসাহ ও মহৎ 4Oরণার ফল•িত িহেসেব ইংরািজ ১৯৭৯
সােলর ১৬ই আগZ িদন7েত গেড় উেঠ এই বৃহxর অGেলর একমাH উK িশMার Oিতaান । রাঙাপাড়া
মহািবদPালেয়র সূচনা লc 4থেকই অনPানP িবভােগর সে‘ বাংলা িবভােগর পাঠদানও …মাগত ভােব চলেত
থােক । পরবত?কােল ইংরািজ ১৯৯১-১৯৯২ সােল বাংলা িবভােগ সা“ািনক বাংলা পাঠP…ম ”• হেয় থােক
। ড° পূরবী ভ—াচায? মহাশয়া িছেলন তৎকালীন বাংলা িবভােগর িবভাগীয় Oধান । এছাড়াও িতিন
ভারOাp অধPM িহেসেব অতP> িনaার সে‘ িকছু িদন কাযqভার স˜ˆ কেরিছেলন । পরবত?কােল ড° িমিল
ভ—াচায? মহাশয়া (সদP অবসরOাp) িবভাগীয় Oধান ™েপ দািয়‡ভার €হণ কের িবভােগর অ€গিত Oদােন
িনেজেক স˜ূণভ
q ােব িনেয়ািজত কেরন । এরপর jগ?য় কšনা 4বাস মহাশয়াও িকছু িদন এই িবভােগ [ায়ী
সহকারী অধPাপক ™েপ কমqস˜াদন কেরিছেলন । পরবরতীকােল রােকশ চ› সরকার এই িবভােগ িনযুিt
€হণ কের বতq মােন িবভাগীয় Oধান ™েপ দািয়‡ভার €হণ কের িবভাগীয় উˆিতকেŠ কমqস˜াদন কের
চেলেছন । িবভােগর পাঠদান সুচা•™েপ পিরচালনার সুিবধােথq সমেয় সমেয় Oেয়াজনসােপেM অংশকালীন বা
wকািভিxক িশMকও এই িবভােগ দািয়‡সহকাের িনেজেদর কমqস˜াদন কের চেলেছন যা সিতPই উেyখেযাগP ।
রাঙাপাড়া মহািবদPালেয়র বাংলা িবভােগ {াতক পযqােয় Oিতবছর সা“ািনক বাংলা িবষয় িনেয় ভাল ফলাফল
সং€হ কের ছাH-ছাHীরা িবiিবদPালেয় {াতেকাxর পযqােয় িনেজেদর নাম সিˆিবZ করেত সMম হেয় বাংলা
িবভােগর সে‘ মহািবদPালেয়র সুনাম 4কেড় আনেত সMম হেয়েছ । তদুপির এই বাংলা িবভােগর িতনজন
ছাHী 4গৗহা7 িবiিবদPালয় 4থেক {াতেকাxর িড€ী লাভ কের বতq মােন এই িবভােগই অংশকালীন সহকারী
অধPািপকা ™েপ িশMা Oদান কের চেলেছ । এছাড়াও এই িবভাগ 4থেক উxীণq হেয় অেনক ছাH-ছাHী িবিভˆ
সরকারী এবং 4বসরকারী চাকরীেত িনেজেক িনেয়ািজত করেত সMমতা লাভ কেরেছ ।
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বাংলা িবভােগর িনধqািরত পাঠP…েমর মাধPেম বাংলা ভাষার উৎপিx ও …মিবকাশ, বাংলা সািহেতPর
যুগ িবভাজন(Oাক }চতনP , }চতনP, উxর }চতনP), চযqাপদ, •কৃ žঞকীতq ন কাবP, }ব ব সািহতP, অনুবাদ
সািহতP, ম‘লকাবP, জীবনী সািহতP, 4লাকসািহতP, সামিয়ক পেHর পাশাপািশ িবিভˆ সািহিতPকেদর ¡ারা
রিচত বাংলা কিবতা, উপনPাস, নাটক, 4ছাটগŠ, পHসািহতP, Oিতেবিশ সািহতP, উxর পূেবqর বাংলা সািহতP,
‹মণ কািহনী ইতPািদর অধPয়ন করা হেয় থােক। এছাড়াও িশMামূলক ‹মণ, গেবষণা OকŠ OŒত এবং
দMতা বৃিŽ পাঠP…ম ইতPািদর মধP িদেয় ছাH-ছাHীেদরেক এক উˆত ব¢মুখী িশMা Oদােন বাংলা িবভাগ
Oিতিনয়ত দািয়‡ পালন কের আসেছ । এছাড়াও িবিভˆ সমেয় বাংলা িবভাগ িবিভˆ সাং£ৃ িতক অনুaান,
আেলাচনা চ…, সজাগতা মূলক কােযqর পাশাপািশ িবভাগীয় Oাচীর পিHকা(সৃজন), িবভাগীয় সািহিতPক
পিHকা ( কাশ িশউিলর বেন), এবং মহািবদPালেয়র সািহিতPক পিHকা (রিঙয়াল)-র মধP িদেয় ছাHছাHীেদর Oিতভােক িবকিশত করার 4MেH অ€ণী ভূ িমকা পালন কেরেছ ।

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Rakesh Kumar Sarkar, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A, (Gau. U.) , SLET
Phone: 9954705806
E-mail id:rakeshchsarkar@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Kaberi Mukherjee, Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A (Gau. U.)
Phone: 8486542679
E-mail id: mukherjeekaberi29@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Kabita Saha, Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 8404092068
E-mail id: kabitasaha099@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI

DEPARTMENT OF BENGALI

রাঙাপাড়া মহািবদPালয় রাঙাপাড়া, িমছামারী,

FACULTY PROFILE

পাঠ45ম
v উ"তর মাধ(িমক (HS)
v +াতক পয.ায় (BA-Hons)
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DEPARTMENT OF BODO

The Department of Bodo, Rangapara College was established in the year 2004. This
department is one of the best departments of the college. The department offers Honours and Regular
courses on Bodo language and literature. The intact capacity in each semester is 80. The Department has
its own building comprising administrative and class rooms with ICT facilities. The Department has four
regular faculty members. The Students’ progression rate in higher education has been satisfactory in each
calendar year since its inception. The Department has been producing some of the best graduates of the
College for several years including Gauhati University topper in undergraduate course in the year 2017.
One of our ex students topped the Dibrugarh University M.A. Examination in Bodo. Most of the Bodo
medium school teachers of its adjoining areas are the alumni of this Department. Presently students from
the BTR region and other districts of Assam come to this department to persuade their higher education.
राङापारा कलेजाव बर’ ,बफानखौ गायसननाय जाद5मोन थांनाय 2004 मायथायाव। ,बफान ;न
आलादा मावख, फोर5ख’था, ICT खाबग
ु ोनां फोर5ख’था, ,बजाब बा>? बाइAद बाइAद गुबन
ु खाबफ
ु ोर;न
अनगायैबो गासै साDै ,बबंग
ु ोरा फोरज5 आबंु बे ,बफाना कलेज;न साबEसन-हामEसन ,बफान फोर;न मादाव
मोनसे। बर’ आयदा;न मेजर आHथखाल ;न अनासI फोर5फाJर;न अनगायै कमसI आयदा;न एफ एम एल बर’
फोर5नाय;न खाबग
ु ोनां बे ,बफानाव ,बHगयान (Science) फालांHग (Commerce) आरो आJरमु (Arts) आयदा;न
गुबन
ु रावाJर फरायसाफोरखौ बर’ राव फोर5नाय ;न Spoken Bodo Certificate Course बेखेवनाय जाद5।
बे ,बफान ;न नोजोर आरो थां>खनाया जाद5 - दोरोङाJर सानEM;नNाय आHथखाल;न ,बिजरसंआJर सानEM
Eसम बर-राव आरो थन
ु लाइ ज5 जौEसन सोल5थाय गोसार होनाय। गुवाहाAट मल
ु ग
ु सोल5साEलया थां>खनानै
होनाय फोर5फाJर आयदा;न ,बिजरसंआJर दावबायनाय, ,बिजरसंलाइ Eलरनाय बाइAद मावफाJर;न गेजेरज5
फरायसाफोर;न गोनोखोयाJर गोसो दानाय।
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
To provide the scope of higher studies in Bodo language, literature and traditional knowledge
system along with the research and publications as per the syllabus prepared by the Gauhati University.

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Prasanta Boro, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), SLET
Phone: 8134841078
E-mail id: prasantarangapara@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Dadhiram Brahma, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau.U.), NET
Phone: 9101149968
E-mail id:dadhirambrahma194@gmail.com
literature
Area of interest: Bodo literature

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Riten Basumatary, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A, (Bodoland. U.), NET
Phone: 7086155301
E-mail id: ritenbasumatary01@gmail.com
Area of interest: Language

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Ansumoi Basumatary, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), SLET, NET
Phone: 8486500705
E-mail id: ansumoibasumatari24@gmail.com
Area of interest: Language

DEPARTMENT OF BODO

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

PROGRAMMES OFFERED

v Higher Secondary
v B.A Honours
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ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Economics of Rangapara College is one of the departments which have

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

16th

been functioning since the inception of the college. The department was officially get going on
August, 1979 & the primary objective of introducing Economics as a department was to provide the
students of this socio-economically backward Tea Tribe & Scheduled Tribe dominated region an
opportunity to identify and understand the economic concepts and theories related to the behaviour of
economic agents, markets, industry and firm structures, social norms & government policies. Within five
years of inception, the department grew significantly with tremendous pressure from the student
community to introduce Honours/Major course. The College administration left no stone unturned to
introduce the demanded course &Gauhati University, the affiliating University extended permission in
Economics Major Course up to Part-I Class vide Letter No-AFF/89/102-06 Dtd.18-07-1989. Again, the
affiliating University extended permission in Economics Major Course up to Part-II Class vide Letter NoAFF/91/102-06 Dtd.16-09-1991. The department received permanent affiliation up to Part-II level in
Economics Major & General courses for the session 2012-13 vide Letter No-GU/AFF/INS/2012/50995102 Dtd. 12-12-2012. The affiliating University granted permission to open the major course from the
academic session 1989-90. Since then, the department has been functioning with set vision and mission.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
To inculcate the academic culture by promoting & supporting a high quality of Teaching-Learning
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
Making the Economics Department a socially committed and research oriented department aiming
at all round development of the students.
SPECIAL CLASS FOR SLOW LEARNER

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Rishiraj Chetry, Associate Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 6003416632
E-mail id: rishirajchetry04@gmail.com
Area of interest: Demography

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Atul Sarmah, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), SLET
Phone: 9435277905
E-mail id: atulsarmah609@gmail.com
Area of interest: Labour Economics

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Monindro Hojai, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), NET
Phone: 7086226122
E-mail: monindrohojai123@gmail.com
Area of interest: Environmental Economics

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Saurav Jyoti Sharma , Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (Bodoland U.)
Phone: 8403957922
E-mail: sauravjyotisharma1990@gmail.com
Area of interest: Labour Economics, Agricultural Economics

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

FACULTY PROFILE

The department organizes Special Extra Classes, Remedial Classes & Tutorial Classes for
the slow learners. The students are given notes on important topics & their progress is monitored
with intensive care.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.A Honours
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ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Education was established at the time of inception of this college, in the year

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

1st

1979. Department of Education has obtained Government concurrence for opening
year B.A. w.e.f.
1983-84, vide Memo No. EPH. 248/831/194-A, dated 28th January, 1985 and concurrence to the
affiliation upto B.A. Pass Course (Two Year) in 1984-85, vide Memo No. EPG.106/86/75-A, dated
24/3/1986. The department has obtained permanent affiliation for Pass Course vide government letter no.
EPG/321/90/15, dated 13/6/91 and DHE’s letter no. G(A) con 10/90/243, dated 30th January, 1996 and
Gauhati University Resolution No. 95/15/231(30), dated 16/9/95. Major course was started from the
session 1994-95, with a view to facilitate the students for higher studies for Gauhati University permitted
vide its Resolution No. 98/10/55(15), dated 13/6/1998 and Government Letter No. B(2)H 136/200/40,
dated 17th May, 2000.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
To create learning environment for all round development of personality of students.
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
To develop human resources, capable of creating a better educational environment, a better
society and nation.
TEACHING LEARNING AND EVALUATION
The Department follows both traditional and ICT teaching methods in the learning process. The
teachers of the department prepare lecture notes, PPT and uses many innovative methods like Group
Discussion, Quiz, Brain Storming to make the teaching-learning fruitful.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Bhargav Pratim Bora, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M. A. (Gau. U.), M. Phil. (Dib. U.). SLET
Phone: 9854760052
E-mail id: bhargab30bora@gmail.com
Area of interest: Abnormal Psychology

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Sangeeta Kalita, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.),,M.Phil. (Dib. U.), SLET, NET
Phone: 9127193812
E-mail id: sangeeta.kalita@yahoo.in
Area of interest: Educational management

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Arpita Baruah, Assistant Professor, (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (Tez. U.), NET
Phone: 8471920167
E-mail id: arpitabaruah97@gmail.com
Area of interest: Teacher Education

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Puja Devi, Assistant Professor, (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (Sikkim. U.)
Phone: 6001749494
E-mail id: pujathapa680@gmail.com
Area of interest: Educational Psychology

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

FACULTY PROFILE

v Higher Secondary
v B.A. Honours
v B.A. Regular
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The Department of English was established on 16th of August, 1979 along with the

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

establishment of the College. In those days the present Higher secondary classes were known as Pre
University (P.U.) classes and as Rangapara College got its affiliation to Gauhati University, the
Department of English also got its permission to start Pre University and B.A. classes from the same year.
In 1987 when the college was brought under Deficit Grants-in-Aid by the Government of Assam, three
number of posts were sanctioned. In 2013 one more post was sanctioned to the Department and at present
there are four sanctioned posts and two purely temporary posts in the Department.
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of English seeks to provide a better understanding of language and literacy
and encourage students to develop their imagination and critical thinking.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
i)
ii)

To teach English to the rural students as the language of opportunity.
To teach English language to the students as a ‘window’ of opportunity and instrument of change.

OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT
i) To expose the students to world literature and thus to make them better human beings.
ii) To expand the communication skill of the students to make them competent for the 21st century’s
World.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

At present, The Department offer the following UG Courses
Major/ Honours in English Literature. (Since 1988 – 89 session) ;
Generic/Pass Courses in English language and literature. (Since 1979) ;
Courses in Alternative English (since 2002) ;
Courses in Business communication/Soft Skills. (Since 2011) ;
Certificate Course in Spoken English (Since 2020)

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Ranendra Mohan Deka, Associate Professor, Vice Principal
Qualification: M.A. (Gau.U.), LLB (Gau. U.) and Ph.D. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 9678046727
E-mail id: ranendeka5@gmail.com
Area of interest: Comparative Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Deependra Sarma, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A. (Pune U.), M.Phil. (Madurai Kam. U.)
Phone: 9101006362
E-mail id: sarmahd80@gmail.com
Area of interest: Indian English writing

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Pamela Sarmah, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Tez. U.), Ph.D. (Assam. U.)
Phone: 8638949104
E-mail id: pamelasarmah7@gmail.com
Area of interest: African American Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Niku Chetia, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), M.Phil. (Gau. U.), PGDCA, NET
Phone: 7002599049/9706871874
E-mail id: nikuchetia99@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literary theory, Queer Studies, Women’s writing

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Meghali Saikia ,Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M. A. (Tez. U.), NET
Phone: 6000510164
E-mail id: meghalisaikia22@gmail.com
Area of interest: Linguistics

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
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DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

रं गापरा महाQवRयालय 16 अगSत 1979 ई॰ मW SथाQपत हुआ। अXय Qवभाग5 के साथ AहXदZ Qवभाग

मW भी पाठदान का ]ार^भ महाQवRयालय के Sथापना-वषI से हुआ। Qवभाग ने 1979 ई॰ से उaचcर
माdयEमक के आध;ु नक भारतीय भाषा, AहXदZ (MIL) पाfयgम से अपनी शैi>णक याkा कl शm
ु आत कl।
तदनXतर, उaचcर माdयEमक के ऐिaछक AहXदZ, Sनातक कiाओं मW आध;ु नक भारतीय भाषा, AहXदZ के
साथ AहXदZ ऑनसI, योrयता-वधIक अ;नवायI, कौश-वधIक, Qवषय-QवEशsट ऐिaछक, सामाXय ऐिaछक
पाfयgम के साथ Sनातक रे गुलर पाfयgम कl भी समHु चत tयवSथा हुई। सन 2020 ई॰ मW गुवाहाटZ
QवuवQवRयालय के अधीन ;नयEमत tयवSथा के अXतगIत Sनातकोcर पाfयgम का ]ार^भ भी AहXदZ
Qवभाग मW हुआ। Sनातकोcर AहXदZ कl कiाओं के वतIमान सk मW 14 छाk-छाkाएँ QवRयाdययन कर रहे
हw।
कला, वा>णyय और Qव{ान संकाय5 मW ;नयEमत पाठदान के साथ-साथ AहXदZ Qवभाग Rवारा
साAहि|यक-सांSकृ;तक कायIgम5 का आयोजन भी ~कया जाता रहा है । साAहि|यक संगोिsठय5, लोकQ]य
वाताIओ,ं वाद-Qववाद व ;नबXध लेखन ];तयोHगताओं, जागmकता स^बXधी कायIgम5, AहXदZ Aदवस के
;नयEमत आयोजन5 आAद के माdयम से Qवभाग ने अपनी स~gय ग;तQवHधय5 को ]मा>णत ~कया है ।
Qवभागीय पS
ु तकालय मW स^बिXधत पाfयgम5 कl पS
ु तक5 के अ;तJर•त सXदभI €Xथ तथा साAहि|यक
प,kकाएँ भी ]चरु सं•या मW हw। इXटरनेट सQु वधा से य•
ु त क^‚यट
ु र कl सहायता से Qवभागीय अdयापक
व छाk-छाkाएँ Eशiा और साAह|य स^बXधी अRयाXत सच
ू नाएँ और जानकाJरयाँ ]ा‚त कर रहे हw। सम€त
रं गापरा महाQवRयालय का AहXदZ Qवभाग उaचcर माdयEमक, Sनातक और Sनातकोcर के पाfयgम का
संचालन करता हw। AहXदZ को पढ़ाने मW रोजगारोXमख
ु पJर]े…य को dयान मW रखा जाता है । पाfयgम
और पाठदान से QवRयाथ† साAह|य के साथ सामािजक सरोकार5 कl ओर उXमख
ु हो रहे हw। पाfयgम के
सtु यविSथत अdययन-अdयापन से छाk-छाkाएँ रं गमंच, पkकाJरता, अनव
ु ाद-कायI, Eम‡डया आAद के iेk मW
आगे बढ़ रहे हw। Qवभाग के Qवगत शैi>णक सk5 के QवRयाथ† QवEभXन सरकारZ, गैर सरकारZ और
Sवंयसेवी संSथान5 मW कायIरत है ।
इस ]कार, AहXदZ Qवभाग कl Qवकास याkा ;नरं तर जारZ है ।

पा3य5म

v उaचतर माdयEमक पाfयgम (HS)
v Sनातक पाfयgम (BA-Hons)
v Sनातकोcर पाfयgम (MA)

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Kamakhya Narayan Singh, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), Ph.D (VBU, Hazaribagh)
Phone: 7002438751
E-mail id: knsghy@gmail.com
Area of interest: Comparative Literature, Modern Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Naba Kanta Das, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (RGU, Itanagar)
Phone: 9435558433
E-mail id:drnabakanta13@gmail.com
Area of interest: Gadya Sahitya, Folk Culture

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Beauti Das, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), M. Phil. (Vinayaka M Uni.), Ph.D. (Gau. U.), SET
Phone: 6002351331
E-mail id: dasbeautiassam2011@gmail.com
Area of interest: Novel Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Sushmita Bora, Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (NEHU)
Phone: 7896953467
E-mail id: susmitaborah77820@gmil.com
Area of interest: Linguistics

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Bandana Sharma, Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M.A. (Tez. U.)
Phone: 8403968380
E-mail id: bandanasharma444@gmail.com
Area of interest: Language

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI

!वभाग के बारे म+
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The Department of History of Rangapara College was started with the establishment of the

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

college on 16th August,1979. The Department of History has been playing an important role in providing
valued education. In the field of teaching, the Department is not limited to the syllabus of the subject
framed by the affiliated university. From its inception, the department has been providing the knowledge
of local and regional history beyond its syllabus by means of study tour, departmental seminars etc. So,
the main mission of the department is to make students understand the basic concept of history and its
importance and also the history of their locality. The number of students at the time of its starting was
about 25 and now it has reached to the number of nearly 200.
TEACHING METHODS AND INNOVATIVE MEASURES ADOPTED
The department of History adopts the traditional method of teaching i.e. the lecture method. But
some innovative techniques are also adopted to make the teaching-learning process effective.
Departmental Seminar, Group Discussions etc. are held to make the teaching-learning more effective.
Power points are also prepared to be presented in the digital class room of the college to make the
teaching and learning interesting, fruitful and lively. Online classes are also conducted by the department
for the benefit of the students.
FUTURE PLAN
The Department of History has its future plan to provide value education to all the students of
the locality. The department has introduced the Honours Course from the Academic Session-2021-22.
The department of History also gives its consent to introduce Certificate Course in Tourism.

FACULTY PROFILE
§ Dr. Pradip Barman, Assistant Professor, HoD
§ Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), B. Ed. (Gau. U.), M. Phil. (Madurai Kam. U.)
Ph.D. (Gau. U.)
§ Phone: 94335956510
§ E-mail id: adipta2013@gmail.com
§ Area of interest: Ahom Technology & Tea Garden Labour Migration
§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Chandana Das, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M. A. (Gau. U.), NET
Phone: 9864629484
E-mail id: chandad975@gmail.com
Area of interest: Cultural History, Gender Studies, Archaeology & Art
History of Assam/ India

§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Garima Saikia, Assistant Professor (Contractual)
Qualification: M. A. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 7577801853
E-mail id: garimasaikia757@gmail.com
Area of interest: Ancient Indian History

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.A Regular
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DEPARTMENT OF POLTICAL SCIENCE

The Department of Political Science of Rangapara College started with the establishment of
the college on 16th August, 1979. The Department of Political Science has been playing an important role
in providing value education. From its inception, the department has constantly been working for the allround development of its students. The main objective of the department is to make students understand
the basic concept of political science and its importance.
The major course was introduced from 1st August, 1986. Miss Lakshmi Nath served as the founder
teacher and Head of the Department and also acted as the principal i/c of the college. Mr. Ramcharan
Baishya who was the senior faculty member of the Department served as the principal i/c of the College
from 01-06-2008 to 17-01-2012. Another senior faculty member of the Department Mr. Baneswar
Talukdar also served as the principal i/c of the College from 01-07-2014 to 09-07-2018. Presently the
department is run by four permanent teachers.
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
The Department of Political Science aims to excel with its vision of equipping the students with the
concept of democracy, secularism, fraternity, equality, justice and international co-operation.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
I.
The department seeks to cultivate the knowledge of democratic values.
II. It endeavours to generate knowledge of the constitutional values.
III. The department tries to inculcate the leadership and administrative qualities into the students and
also encourage them to become responsible citizens of the nation through innovative techniques of
teaching.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.A. Honours
v B.A. Regular

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Mrs. Anuva Agarwala, Associate Professor
Qualification: M. A, (Gau. U.)
Phone: 8473848305
E-mail id: anuvaagarwala99@gmail.com
Area of interest: Comparative Government

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Lohit Ch. Baishya, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M. A. (Pune U.), M. Phil. (Uni. of North Bengal), SLET
Phone: 9864402188
E-mail id: lohitbaishya79@gmail.com
Area of interest: Political Theory, Public Administration, Global Politics

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Paresh Borah, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Gau. U.), M.Phil. (Sikkim U.), SLET
Phone: 9101370923
E-mail id: pareshpolsc@gmail.com
Area of interest: Political Theory

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Prabin Engleng, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.A. (Assam U.), NET
Phone: 9101914470
E-mail id: prabinengleng@gmail.com
Area of interest: Indian Government and Politics.

DEPARTMENT OF POLTICAL SCIENCE

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
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FACULTY OF COMMERCE

* ACCOUNTANCY
** MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
* FINANCE
FACULTY OF COMMERCE
RANGAPARA COLLEGE

* CORPORATE / BUSINESS LAWS

FACULTY OF COMMERCE

FACULTY OF COMMERCE

Faculty of Commerce deals with the following subjects:

* INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

* TAXATION

* BUSINESS MATHEMATICS/ STATISTICS
* BUSINESS ECONOMICS
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The commerce Department of Rangapara College was started with the establishment of the
college in the year of 1979 as PU semi-commerce with Commercial Geography and Accountancy
subjects. Subsequently the Undergraduate course in commerce was started on 8th August, 1988 under
Gauhati University and has been scaling height ever since. The faculty was established considering the
potentialities of business education among the various communities living in and around Rangapara and
Balipara area and it is the only institute which has been imparting commerce education for the last 3
decades in its area . The Department is enriched by 6 regular faculties and 1part time faculty. Over the
years the department so far has been able to produce university rank holder and many successful alumni
engaged either in Government or Private sectors and many working as successful entrepreneurs. The
department conceives and executes numerous programme to improve the employability and all-round
development of the students.
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
To pursue academic fabulousness with strong commitment to create conducive environment for
quality education and innovative practices in commerce for the holistic development of the students and
to shape them into globally competent human resources.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
v Impart value based education by integrating innovative and traditional practices of teaching learning
to create a congenial environment for the academic exchange and research.
v Improve the competencies of the rural youth for the generational development through the quality
education.
v Nourish students with skills and knowledge to face the challenges of the dynamic business world and
to enhance their employability.
v Strengthen the community connection through the research, service and participation to grow the
social consciousness among the students.
v Develop the attitude for the sustainable entrepreneurship for harnessing and mobilizing the
environmental opportunities.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.Com (Honours)

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Munindra Baishya, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Com. (Gau. U.), M.Phil. (GOU, Nagaland)
Phone: 8822373396
E-mail id: mbrangapara@gmail.com
Area of interest: Finance

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Harendra Kr. Deka, Associate Professor
Qualification: M.Com. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 8011243753
E-mail id: hkdekarc@gmail.com
Area of interest: Accountancy

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Rajib Kr. Nath, Associate Professor
Qualification: M. Com. (Gau. U.) M.Phil (Madurai Kamraj U)
Phone: 9365690848
E-mail id: rajibnath.ims@gmail.com
Area of interest: Accountancy

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Mamata Borthakur, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.Com. (Dib. U.), Ph.D. (RGU, Itanagar)
Phone: 9854037709
E-mail id: mamataborthakur20@gmail.com
Area of interest: Entrepreneurship

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Nupam Kumar Palit, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Com. (Double) (Gau. U.), SET
Phone: 7002059809
E-mail id: nupampalit2012@gmail.com
Area of interest: Entrepreneurship, HR management and Marketing

§ Mr. Montush Paul,
Assistant Professor (Tutor)
§ Qualification: M.Com. (Gau. U.)
§ Phone: 7002578570
§ E-mail : montushpaul20016@gmail.com
§ Area of interest: Management

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
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FACULTY OF SCIENCE

* DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

FACULTY OF SCIENCE
RANGAPARA COLLEGE

* DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

FACULTY OF SCIENCE

* DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

* DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

* DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY
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The Department was officially established on 2nd November in the year 2020.The Department offers
bachelors courses for Botany core and generic courses. At present, 3 Assistant Professors are working in
the department. So far the department has organized field studies and various other extension
programmes. The department also invites eminent scientists for delivering popular scientific talks very
often. The department has also proposed a Botanical Garden to be established soon at the college
premises..

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
The department is committed to perceive and disseminate the importance of plants in sustaining the
earth and to understand the diversity, development ,and functioning in order to conserve and coexist with
nature.
To bestow the students with basic applied understanding of the subject through innovative teaching and
research, and to outreach on the arrays and processes of life.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
• To strengthen quality education and research, through advanced research and technological facilities.
• To provide an academic environment for the benefit of students and faculty to elucidate ways for the
sustainable development under changing climatic conditions.
• To promote and foster collaborative research for enhanced critical thinking and developing new ideas.
COURSE OUTCOME

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Ratan Chowdhury, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.Sc. (USTM), SLET, NET-JRF
Phone: 8136013039
E-mail id : chowdhuryratan600@gmail.com
Area of interest: Genetics and plant breeding

§
§
§
§
§

Mrs. Hangma Boro, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), B.Ed. (Gau. U.), NET
Phone: 7002556671 / 9707440969
E-mail id: hangmaboro@gmail.com
Area of interest: Plant Taxonomy Systematics

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Subham Roy, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M. Sc. (Gau. U.), SLET, GATE, NET
Phone: 8723866707
E-mail id: subhamr077@gmail.com
Area of interest: Microbiology

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

A student completing the course is able to understand different branches of Botany such as
Systematics, evolution, ecology, developmental biology, physiology, biochemistry, plant interactions
with microbes and insects, morphology, anatomy, reproduction, genetics and molecular biology of
various life-forms.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.Sc. Honours
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ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT

The department of Chemistry at Rangapara College came into existence on 2

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

nd

November 2020 after
the then education minister of Assam formally inaugurated Science stream of the College. Since its
inception, the department have been actively engaged in catering to the needs of the students, most of
whom are first generation learners. The department currently offers a three-year bachelor degree program
(B.Sc. Honours) with an intake capacity of 20 students. Decorated with highly motivated and well-trained
faculty members and a state-of-the-art undergraduate laboratory at its disposal, the department constantly
strives to maintain a culture of excellence and uphold the highest standards in holistic chemical education.
VISION & MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
An integral part of our mission is to empower the students with knowledge and skills sets to
make them globally competent. It is very important to establish a strong foundation of core Chemistry
from the H.S. level onwards, which will prove beneficial for the students to further their career and join
institutions of high repute for higher studies.
COURSE OUTCOME
On successful completion, students would have clear understanding of the concepts related to
organic, inorganic, physical and analytical chemistry till the undergraduate level. They will also have
hands-on practical experience of working with chemicals and analysing materials using different
analytical techniques.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.Sc. Honours

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Gaurango Chakrabarty, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.Sc. (Uni. Hyderabad), Ph.D. (IISc, B’lore), NET
Phone: 9864680312
E-mail id:gaurango16@gmail.com
Area of interest: Chemical Biology, Inorganic Chemistry

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Kiranjyoti Mohan, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Sc. (Del. U.), Ph.D. (Tez. U.), SLET
Phone: 6002798962
E-mail id:mohan.kiran321@gmail.com
Area of interest: Photovoltamics

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Gayatri Gogoi, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (CSIR, NEIST), SLET
Phone: 6000561043
E-mail id:gayatrigogoi300@gmail.com
Area of interest: Ionic Liquid, Physical Chemistry

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

FACULTY PROFILE
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DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

The Department of Mathematics at Rangapara College, since its inception in 2020, has strived to
be one of the best hubs in mathematics in the North Eastern Region of India, and it has been engaged in
teaching, training and research. This Department is established with the following missions:
I.
To produce under-graduate students with strong foundation to join NITs, IITs, IISERs, ISIs,
CMI,HRI, IMSc, TIFR and other higher educational institutes in India and abroad to pursue their
higher education in Mathematics.
II. To transform young people to competent and motivated professionals with sound theoretical and
practical knowledge.
III. To create a healthy atmosphere to produce good research articles.
IV. To cater to the development of the North-East region, particularly local area through various
training activities.
The Department has at present three young, energetic and dedicated faculty members. The
Department organizes a mathematics lecture series under the name ‘RCML’ as well as
popular/motivated talks throughout the year for the benefits of the students and research community.
Currently the Department offers B. Sc. Mathematics (Hons.) with intake capacity 20. For more details,
one can visit us @ https://sites.google.com/view/mathsrc
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.Sc. Honours

FACULTY PROFILE
§ Dr. Azizul Hoque, Assistant Professor, HoD
§ Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), M.Tech. (Tez. U.), Ph.D. (Gau.U.) , Post.Doc.
(HRI), GATE, NET (JRF)
§ Phone: 8403008016
§ E-mail id:ahoque.ms@gmail.com
§ Area of interest: Algebraic Number Theory
§ Dr. Saswati Purkayastha, Assistant Professor
§ Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), B.Ed. (Gau. U.), M. Phil. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (Gau.
U), SLET
§ Phone: 9854994761/7086032202
§ E-mail id:saswati1001@gmail.com
§ Area of interest: Fluid Dynamics
§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Parishmita Boruah, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Sc. (Tez. U.), M.Phil. (Dib. U.), SLET
Phone: 8720940645
E-mail id: pbaruahm@gmail.com
Area of interest: Cooperative Game Theory

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
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T

he department was established on 2nd November, 2020. Since commencement, the
department has been striving hard to achieve quality education as well as research. The department has
full-fledged laboratory facilities to impart quality teaching to the B.Sc. and HS students. Specializations
of faculties include High Energy Physics, Plasma Physics, Electronics and Communications.
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

To create a foundation for excellence in teaching and research and disseminate the scientific
knowledge in rural society through quality education in physics.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.

To make vital contribution to the teaching learning process.
To create sound foundation for research and innovation.
To spread the scientific temperament and attitude in the rural society.
To produce employable graduates through appropriate training.

PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.Sc. Honours

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Luxmi Machahari, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 8822852917
E-mail id: luxmimachahari@gmail.com
Area of interest: Theoretical High Energy Physics (Phenomenological QCD)

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Bijoy Sankar Boruah, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Sc. (Tez. U.), Ph.D. (Tez. U.), SLET
Phone: 9954852168
E-mail id: bijoyboruah09@gmail.com
Area of interest: Applied Optics, Optoelectronics

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

Zoology is understandable to all. Zoologists seek to discover the fundamental principles that
pinpoint animal life including human being, focusing on the diversity, function and evolution of animals
and thus providing the scientific basis for our knowledge regarding the life style, physiology, diseases and
their curative measure in the natural environment by conducting research insects to mammalian cells.
The Department of Zoology was established in 2020 in our college. Areas of specialization
include Entomology and Fisheries Science will be conduct in our college. The department is provided
with well equipped laboratory. The faculty of the department are dedicated and shifted with full skill. The
department various skill related classes to the students.
VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT
To impart education that generates good citizens with academic excellence and strong
commitment to society. To perpetuate value based education favorable to the progress of students and
society so as to promote peace and harmony.
MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT
Our mission is to offer high quality education dedicated to building minds with conviction,
integrity, social and moral responsibility. We are committed to educating the students beyond confines of
a classroom to make them better individuals and developed their personalities, enabling them to face the
challenges of the modern world.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED
v Higher Secondary
v B.Sc. Honours

FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Biman Kumar Sarma, Assistant Professor, HoD
Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (Gau. U.), SLET
Phone: .: 9954543061/ 8822889708
E-mail id: bimansarma007@gmail.com
Area of interest: Entomology

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Gitartha Kaushik, Assistant Professor
Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.), Ph.D. (Gau. U.), Post. Doc. (NEHU/ADTU)
Phone: 9435780988
E-mail id: gitarthakaushik@gmail.com
Area of interest: Fish Biology and Bio-informatics

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
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The Centre for Computer Education, Rangapara College is a premier centre for

CENTRE OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

Computer education in the entire area of Rangapara, Balipara, Missamari and Chariduar. The Centre
imparts computer education with an objective of creating computer awareness among the students,
teachers and employees of the college. After successful completion of course, students are awarded with
certificate. The computer Lab is fully equipped with modern amenities like latest high speed computers,
internet, Wi-Fi, 24X7 power supply etc. The centre is supervised by one faculty member.
OBJECTIVE OF THE COURSE
1.
2.
3.
4.

To provide opportunity for the study of modern methods of information processing and its
applications;
To foster among students an interest and confidence in using computers;
To encourage an understanding of the implications of computers in the modern world;
To prepare students who wish to go on to further studies in computer science and related subjects.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED

v HS & Diploma of Computer Application (DCA)
FACULTY PROFILE
v Dr. Azizul Hoque, HoD (I/C)

ABOUT THE CENTRE

During the

past few decades, rapid industrialization ,over- exploitation of natural resources
and excessive use of environmentally abhorrent materials have resulted in discernible environmental
disruptions threatening the life support system. The subject environmental studies is introduced by Gauhati
University in every colleges to create interest and awareness among the learners . The main objective of
introducing the subject is to provide an exposure to the students to know more about different aspects of
environment , to make the citizens conscious about the environment .
The department of Environmental Science takes classes for degree and H.S. students on the
compulsory subject of Environmental studies and Environmental education . At present , there is one
faculty member.
FACULTY PROFILE
§
§
§
§
§

Ms. Joon Moni Haloi, Assistant Professor, (Contractual)
Qualification: M.Sc. (Gau. U.)
Phone: 9678282440
E-mail id: joonmonihaloi@gmail.com
Area of interest: Environmental Conservation and Ethics

CENTRE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

ABOUT THE CENTRE
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Compulsory Subjects

•
•
•

English
MIL (Assamese/Bengali/Bodo/Hindi)
Environmental Studies

Elective Subjects
(Any four)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Political Science
Education
History
Economics
Advance Assamese/Bengali/Bodo/Hindi
Mathematics

Compulsory Subjects

•
•
•

English
MIL (Assamese/Bengali/Bodo/Hindi)
Environmental Studies

Compulsory Elective

•
•

Accountancy
Business Studies

Elective Subjects
(Any two)

•
•

Finance (Formerly Banking)
Business Mathematics and Statistics

Compulsory Subjects

•
•
•

English
MIL (Assamese/Bengali/Bodo/Hindi)
Environmental Studies

Arts

Commerce

SUBJECTS OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE FOR UG DEGREE

BA

B. Com

Science
Elective Subjects
(Any four)

•
•
•
•
•

Physics
Chemistry
Mathematics
Biology
Economics

B. Sc.

Ability Enhancement Course
Compulsory:
AECC
(Any one)

•
•
•

English Communication
Assamese / Bengali
Bodo
/ Hindi

Honours Compulsory:
HC
(Any one)
**Each Honours subject will have
two papers in 1st semester

•
•
•
•
•

English
Assamese
Bengali
Bodo
Hindi

Generic Elective: GE
(Any one)
** Paper selected as Honours, the
same paper can not be selected in
Generic Paper

•
•
•
•
•

English
Assamese
Bengali
Bodo
Hindi

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English Communication
Assamese
Bengali
Hindi
Bodo
Financial Accounting
Business Law
Investing in Stock Market

•

English Communication

•
•
•

Physics
Chemistry
Mathematics

•
•
•

Physics
Chemistry
Mathematics

Ability Enhancement Course
Compulsory
AECC
(Any one)
Honours Compulsory:
HC
Generic Elective: GE
Ability Enhancement Course
Compulsory:
AECC
Honours Compulsory
HC
(Any one)
**Each Honours subject will
have two papers in 1st
semester
Generic Elective: GE
(Any one)
** Paper selected as Honours, the
same paper can not be selected in
Generic Paper

•
•
•
•

Economics
Education
Political Science
Mathematics

•
•
•
•
•

Economics
Education
Political Science
History
Mathematics

•
•
•

Botany
Zoology
Economics

•
•
•

Botany
Zoology
Economics

SUBJECTS OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE FOR UG DEGREE

SUBJECTS OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE FOR HIGHER SECONDARY

SUBJECTS OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE FOR HIGHER
SECONDARY
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INSTITUTE OF DISTANCE & OPEN LEARNING (IDOL),
GAUHATI UNIVERSITY

CENTRE OF OPEN & DISTANCE LEARNING

Rangapara College also has an Open and Distance Learning (ODL) study centre with Dr. Naba
Kanta Das as its Co-ordinator. This centre offers courses from IDOL and KKHSOU.
The IDOL centre, Rangapara College offers different undergraduate and post-graduate
correspondence courses

Courses

Subjects

Syllabus

B.A./B.Com.

Assamese, Bengali, Bodo, Sanskrit,
Nepali, Pol. Sc., History, Education,
English, Economics, Mathematics,
Philosophy, Mass com., B.Sc. IT,
M.Sc. IT, BCA, MCA, CCA.

Syllabus prescribed by Gauhati
University

and
M.A./M.Sc./M.Com.

KRISHNA KANTA HANDIQUE STATE OPEN UNIVERSITY (KKHSOU)::
KKHSOU offers opportunity for higher education for the educationally deprived and denied sections.
PROGRAMMES OFFERED:
The current programmes offered by the centre in the college are:
1.

B.A., B.Com., B.B.A. and M.A. (Assamese and Political Science)

2.

Diploma/Certificate courses

Rangapara College also offers the following diploma/certificate courses:
I.

Diploma in Computer Application (DCA)

II.

Spoken Bodo

Sl no

Level

Programme
Code

Name of the Programme

Duration in
Months

Medium of
Instruction

Intake
Capacity

01

HS

HSA

Higher Secondary (Arts)

24

English/ Assamese

300

02

HS

HSB

Higher Secondary (Science)

24

English/ Assamese

120

03

HS

HSC

Higher Secondary
(Commerce)

24

English/ Assamese

150

04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
UG
PG
UG/Add
on

UAHAS
UAHBN
UAHBD
UAHEC
UAHED
UAHEN
UAHHN
UAHMT
UAHPS
UCHCM
USHBY
USHCY
USHEC
USHMT
USHPH
USHZY
UAREG
PGAHN
DCA

BA (H)-Assamese
BA (H)-Bengali
BA (H)-Bodo
BA (H)-Economics
BA (H)-Education
BA (H)-English
BA (H)-Hindi
BA (H)-Mathematics
BA (H)-Pol. Science
B Com (H)-Commerce
BSc (H)-Botany
BSc (H)-Chemistry
BSc (H)-Economics
BSc (H)- Mathematics
BSc (H)- Physics
BSc (H)- Zoology
B.A. Regular
MA in Hindi
Diploma in Computer
Application

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
24
12

Assamese
Bengali
Bodo
English
English
English
Hindi
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English/ Assamese
Hindi
English

50
20
60
20
50
40
20
05
55
120
20
20
05
20
20
20
300
20
60

23

Add on

SBCC

Certificate Course in Spoken
Bodo

6

English/Bodo

20

24

Add on

SECC

Certificate Course in Spoken
English

6

English

20

25

Add on

DY

Diploma in Kaya Yoga

6

English/Assamese

20

26.

Add on

CV

Certificate course in
Vermitechnology

1

English/ Assamese

20

III. Spoken English
IV. Diploma in Kaya Yoga
V.

Certificate course in Vermicompost

COURSES OFFERED, INTAKE CAPACITY AND ADMISSION CRITERIA

PROGRAMMES OFFERED, INTAKE CAPACITY AND ADMISSION CRITERIA
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ADMISSION CRITERIA
COURSE

LAST EXAMINATION PASSED

GAP YEAR

1

H.S. (Arts)

Passed HSLC or 10th class equivalent

Maximum 3 years subject to

2

H.S.

examination from SEBA, CBSE or any

submission of valid gap certificate

(Commerce)

other Govt. recognized Board.

ADMISSION CRITERIA

NO

3

H.S. (Science)

4

B.A. (Honours)

Passed HS or 12th class equivalent

5

D.C.A., DY &

examination in Arts, Science or

Add on

Commerce from AHSEC, CBSE or any

Courses

other Govt. recognized Board.

B.Com.

Passed HS or 12th class equivalent

(Honors)

examination in Commerce or Science

6

Govt. recognized Board.
B.Sc.

Passed HS or 12th class equivalent

(Honours)

examination in Science from AHSEC,

UG

Courses),

through

www.darpan.ahseconline.in

(for

HS

Course)

and

through

www.gauhati.ac.in for PG (Hindi) course within the specified period.
2.

Download the information from the links given at the top of the page and ensure that you have gone

Passed B.A. in Hindi from a recognized
University and must have qualified GU

3.

Form once submitted cannot be edited further.

4.

Fill the online Registration & Application Form for Admission within the stipulated time period. Fee
once paid is non-refundable.

Maximum 3 years from HS and 5

5.

Merit list will be notified in the college website on the specified date.

years from HSLC or 10th class

6.

Selected candidates have to take admission by using same User ID and Password within 3 (three)

examination subject to submission

days from the date of publication of the merit list. Candidate who fails to take admission within 3

of valid gap certificate

(three) days, his/her seat will be forfeited.
7.

For any query please Contact: 7002059809

8.

For admission into the college Hostel, the interested students must submit the hostel form online
along with the admission form.

9.

Board.
M.A. in Hindi

(for

through it thoroughly before filling up the form. Please ensure that you fulfil the eligibility criteria

CBSE or any other Govt. recognized
8

Candidates have to fill online application form through college website www.rangaparacollege.com

before filling the form. Details of selection process can be found in the prospectus.

from AHSEC, CBSE or any other
7

1.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE

SL.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE

Nil

Admission will be strictly on the basis of merit and Government Reservation policy will be followed
for seat reservation for EWS, BC, ST, SC & PwD

10. No claim for admission will be entertained after the Last Date of admission.

PG Entrance.
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The schedule of admission to various Higher Secondary, Undergraduate and Post-graduate
courses for the academic session 2022-23 issued by Assam Higher Secondary Education
Council(AHSEC) and Gauhati University respectively shall be strictly followed by Rangapara College.
The applicants are advised to visit the Rangapara College website regularly for latest updates.
www.rangaparacollege.com

REGISTRATION FEE 200/- FOR ALL AT TIME OF FORM FILL UP

ARTS/COMMERCE

SCIENCE

DATE OF
INTERVIE
W AND
ADMISSION

BOYS

4020/-

4490/-

GIRLS

3420/-

3770/-

H.S. 1st Year (Arts)

TBD

TBD

DEGREE 1ST YEAR ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023

H.S. 1st Year
(Commerce)

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

COURSE

1
2

4

GENDER

DATE OF
NOTIFICATION
OF SELECTED
CANDIDATES

SL.
NO

3

HIGHER SECONDARY (ARTS / COMMERCE / SCIENCE) ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023

ONLINE FORM FILL
UP AND SUBMISSION
OF APPLICATION
FORM BEGINS
FROM

07-06-2022

LAST DATE
OF ONLINE
SUBMISSION
OF FORM

24-06-2022

H.S. 1st Year
(Science)
B.A. (Hons.) 1st
Sem.

COURSE

B.A./ B. COM.

B. SC.

HONOURS

5090/-

6070/-

N.B If the government allow freeship to the students, no fee will be needed.
M.A. (HINDI) -1ST SEMESTER ACADEMIC YEAR 2022-2023

03-07-2022

11-07-2022

TBD

TBD

Rs. 10000/- (per semester excluding University fees)
HOSTEL ADMISSION FEE

5

6

7

B.Com. (Hons.) 1st
Sem.

B.Sc. (Hons.) 1st
Sem.

M.A. in Hindi 1st
Sem.

FEE STRUCTURE

II. FEE STRUCTURE

03-07-2022

03-07-2022

11-07-2022

11-07-2022

TBD

TBD

As Per GU Notification

TBD

TBD

ADMISSION FEE

RS. 1000/= (YEARLY)

SECURITY MONEY

RS. 500/= (REFUNDABLE)

SEAT RENT

RS. 4950/= (YEARLY)

MEDICAL

RS. 50/= (YEARLY)

ELECTRICITY

RS. 1000 (YEARLY)

TOTAL

RS. 7500/= (At the time of new admission)

HOSTEL ADMISSION FEE

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED AT THE TIME OF ADMISSION

I. IMPORTANT DATES

RS. 7000/= (For Renewal Admission)
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The College follows a blended mode of teaching-learning. The teacher combines face- toface classroom methods like black board instructions with computer mediated activities. The pandemic
situation has further reiterated the need to evolve digital teaching methods. Online classes are conducted
through popular platforms like Zoom, Google Classroom and Google meet, etc. For practical exposure
students are also required to do
their following Tasks:
1. Field work
2. Laboratory Practical
3. Project work

TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS
i) HIGHER SECONDARY
H.S. students are evaluated according to the guidelines outlined by the AHSEC.

ii) DEGREE PROGRAMMES
The performance of undergraduate students is assessed based on the choice based credit system
(CBCS) under Gauhati University.

iii) M.A. IN HINDI
The students of M.A. in Hindi are evaluated based on the CBCS under Gauhati University.

v IMPORTANT ACADEMIC RULES
v EVALUATION PROCESS
The college follows a continuous comprehensive evaluation system, under which the
progress of a student is monitored over each semester/year through the following processes:

I.

IDENTITY CARD

Every bonafide student will be issued a college Identity Card which must be renewed in the
beginning of every academic session. Entry to the college will not be allowed without Identity Card.

* Regular Assignments
II.

CONVENTION

* Continuous Internal Assessment
* Viva Voce
* Practical Exam/Projects
* Semester/Year End Examination

v ONLINE MODE OF EXAMINATION
In view of the ongoing pandemic situation due to COVID-19 the college, in accordance
with the guidelines provided by the AHSEC and GU, has adopted online mode of education. Mostly,
examinations are conducted by Open Text Book Examination (OTBE) mode.

Students admitted to the college must follow the rules and regulations of the college strictly.
Irregular Attendance violation of rules, misconduct in any form, adopting unfair means at the
examination, smoking and consuming liquor and drugs will be treated as serious offences leading to
suspension or even expulsion from the college.

TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS

III. ORGANIZATIONS , SOCIETIES ETC.
Organizations, Societies etc. of the students of Rangapara college, will function only under the
guidance of the college authority. Only the organizations / societies recognized by the college authority
will be permitted to use the facilities of the college premises. All the notices desired to be pasted or
circulated must be countersigned by the principal.
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RESERVATION RULES

Before filling up of the forms of final examination student must produce the following documents
1. Clearance certificate from the college office.
2. Clearance certificate from the Librarian.
3. Clearance certificate from the Superintendent of the hostel in case of hostel boarder.
4. Clearance certificate from the HoD of the Department Concerned in case of Honours student at
B.A./B.Com./B.Sc. level.
5. Attendance percentage from the HoD of the concerned subject.

COLLEGE UNIFORM
College uniform is compulsory for all students. Students without popper uniform will not be allowed

RESERVATION RULES

entry into the college.
I.

There is a provision for reservation of seat, as per Govt. of Assam rule ie EWS-10%, OBC/MOBC15%, SC-7%, ST (P) - 10%, ST(H)-5%, PwD-4% Soprts-1%, NCC/NSS-1%, Culture-1%. For all
candidates belonging to the state of Assam and in this respect caste certificate issued by the
competent authority under Govt. of Assam only be valid.

II.

Outstanding sports person/cultural activist who represented the District/State/Country in
State/National/International Tournament/Meet will be admitted directly without considering the cut
off mark. However, the maximum number of seats in a particular class will not enhanced for
inclusion of such candidates.

I. FOR HIGHER SECONDARY STUDENTS
Boys: Black pant, blue and white checked shirt
Girls: Black salwar, blue and white checked kameez, white dupatta or chunni

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR FORM FILL UP

A student who does not attend at least 75% of the classes will not be allowed to appear in
any examinations conducted by concern authorities or to contest any post of office bearers of Rangapara
College Student Union (RCSU).
A student who fails to attend their classes for a certain period at a stretch on genuine and
acceptable grounds such as serious diseases or accidents and related treatment involving the students
themselves and the members of the family, death or near and dear ones academic/ sports/cultural
activities approved by the college and effected by natural calamities must apply to the HoD concerned
for consideration of leave of absence for the period immediately after such absence. Application must be
supported with testimonials/ documents and should be countersigned by Guardian/ Parents. Even for
such cases the actual attendance must not be less than 5%.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR FORM FILL-UP OF FINAL EXAMINATION

II. FOR T.D.C (ARTS / COMMERCE / SCIENCE) STUDENTS

III. Sport persons will be selected from those disciplines which are recognized by SAI / AOC / IOC and
BCCI and also such sports which are included in All India University meets.
IV. In case of Cultural quota, candidates will be selected for their proficiency in the field of Music
(Vocal), Drama, Debating and Quiz, Fine Arts and Sculpture. In case of music (instrumental) and
Dance, Candidates will have to produce Degree/Diploma certificates from recognized institution.
However, if candidates, selected under above mentioned quota, do not participate in the respective
events/activities on behalf of Rangapara College, they may forfeit their seats, they will have to give
written undertakings in this regard.

Boys: Black pant, sky blue shirt
Girls: Spun Muga mekhela, off white chadar with pink border, pink blouse
or
Off white saree with Pink border, Pink blouse
or
Off white salwar, Pink kameez, off White dupatta
or
Pink dakhana with White farsa, Pink blouse

UNIFORM

ATTENDANCE RULES

ATTENDANCE RULES
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1.
2.

Students failing to attend classes for 15 (fifteen) days at a stretch in the first month of
commencement of classes shall forfeit their seats.
Mobile phone must be switched off in the plinth area of the classroom.

FACILITIES

LIBRARY & RESOURCE CENTRE
The College has an excellent library and information centre-one of the central support
services of the institution, which acts as a primary source for information seekers, be it students, faculty
or researchers. The library has been carefully designed to maximize natural lightning to the users and
provide a comfortable seating and reading environment. The library is well-equipped with modern
facilities and resources in the form of CDs, DVDs, online data bases, books, journals, e-journals, etc. It is
a spacious library comprising an area of 3,000 sq. feet with a sitting capacity of 50 readers. There are
separate reading rooms for teachers and students. The library boasts of a whopping collection of 14,137
text books, 15,268 reference books, 8,531 journals/periodicals contributions and 1,39,740 e-books. The
college has a subscription of 19 no. of journals and magazines, and 11 newspapers in English, Assamese,
Hindi, Bengali and Bodo. The library provides Xerox facilities and book-bank facilities for poor students.
The library is equipped with CCTV camera for surveillance. Internet facilities for students and N list
facilities from INFLIBNET Ahmadabad are also available in the library. As part of upgradation, digital
infrastructure is going to be set-up with the financial help of the state Government.
The library remains open from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on all working days except on
Saturdays. On Saturday it remains open from 9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

FACILITIES
COMPUTER CENTRE
The Centre for Computer Education is a premier centre of Rangapara, Balipara area for
Computer Education. Rangapara College initiated its journey of imparting computer education by
establishing a computer laboratory in 2017. The Computer Centre was established with the objective of
creating computer awareness among the students, teachers, and other employees of the Rangapara
College and nearby area.

FACILITIES

OTHER RULES

NUMBER OF LIBRARY CARDS ISSUED TO THE STUDENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Higher Secondary Classes - 1
Degree (Honours) Classes -4
PG Class- 4
A Student is not allowed to keep books for more than 15 days from the date of issue. In case a
student fails to return the books within the stipulated period, he/she will be penalized. Books lost,
defaced or mutilated in any way shall have to be replaced by the concerned borrower.

COURSE AVAILABLE
COURSE DURATION
COURSE FEE
INTAKE CAPACITY
COURSE CONTENT
CONTACT NUMBER
E-MAIL

Diploma in Computer Application (DCA)
Six months
Rs. 600 for college students and Rs. 1800 for others
20 per batch x 3 = 60
Computer fundamentals and organisation, MS Office,
Internet, Data Entry, Photoshop, primary G suits.
9569529023
comprc18@gmail.com
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4.

Apart from Language Laboratory the College has Six well-equipped and well-stocked
laboratories to give hands-on training to the students in addition to gaining theoretical knowledge. The
following departments have their own practical laboratories

5.

Visitors other than legal/local guardians are not allowed to meet the inmates of the hostel without the
permission of the Principal/Superintendent.

6.

The boarders must pay their mess-dues as may be fixed from month to month by the Mess-Committee
within the 10 days of every month.

1.

Education

2.

Botany

3.

Chemistry

4.

Physics

8.

The use of electrical equipment such as iron, heater etc. is not permitted.

5.

Zoology

9.

6.

Computer & Mathematics

The boarders must attend their classes regularly and must appear in all internal examinations and other
academic activities of the departments of the college.

HOSTELS

HOSTELS

The boarders must enter into the hostel within the time fixed by the Warden and must be present at
FACULTY
PROFILE
their respective seats at the time of evening prayer and roll call.

Inside the campus, residential facilities for both boys and girls are available. There are Three
boys and three girls hostels are available The hostels are well-furnished and comfortable with adequate
facilities and are, indeed, an ideal place to
stay and study. The hostels have been
designed to recreate a home like atmosphere
for the students. Resident wardens are
available
to
ensure
the
students’
requirements and to maintain the decorum.
Allocation of hostel seats are made strictly
on merit cum distance basis.

7. Ill treatment to co-boarders, cooks and other employees of the hostel will be considered as an offence.

11. Disturbance of any kind during study hours is treated as serious offence.
12. All boarders must abide by the hostel and mess rules prescribed by the college authority and messcommittee respectively.
13. Ragging in any form is strictly prohibited and is legally punishable under the rule.

HOSTEL RULES

LABORATORIES

LABORATORIES

14. The boarders are to report to the Warden in writing for their permission while leaving the hostel.
15. The boarders are allowed to leave the hostel for various purposes only for a day in the week fixed by
the Superintendent.
16. The students leaving for private tuition/coaching classes are to maintain a register showing the
signature of their respective tutor/teacher.

HOSTEL RULES
All the students must pay Rs. 7500/- at the time of hostel admission.
1.

The admitted students are to report to the Warden before boarding for the first time.

2.

The boarders must maintain a decent, dignified and disciplined hostel lifestyle inside and outside the
hostel.

3.

They must abide by the rules and regulations of the hostel as may be prescribed to them by the
college authority, violation of which will invite strict disciplinary action amounting to expulsion from
the college

17. The boarders are not allowed to use mobile phone after evening prayer till 9:00 a.m. next day.
18. Visiting hours:
Summer - 3:00p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Winter - 2:30p.m. to 4:00p.m.
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Immediately after taking over the office of the Principal, Dr. Ranjan Kalita applied for opening
an NSS unit to Gauhati University. In August 2018, NSS Coordinator/Director, Students‘ Welfare,
Gauhati University released Rs 42,500.00 for Rangapara College NSS Unit under Dr Aswini Kr. Deka as
Programme Officer. The unit started with
100+ volunteers. Presently, Rangapara
College has two NSS Units with 200+
volunteers. The unit has received gold medal
at University level mega camp, tobacco
control campaign. In 2019, our NSS unit
participated in National Youth Camp in
Cuttack, Odisha where Miss Luna Rabha
was awarded the “Bharat Ki Santan”
certificate. Volunteer Sri Subhankar Dey
has represented Assam in Lucknow National Camp, got selected to take part in the Pre Republic Day
Parade Camp, 2020 from the East Indian zone, it is no wonder that he was awarded the Best Volunteer
from Gauhati University for the year 2019-20. The unit has tirelessly worked for the upliftment of the
local community by adopting a nearby village, helping the orphans of Mercy Children Home, organizing
many camps (blood donation camp, eye check-up), creating COVID-19 awareness, vaccination drive,
etc. The Unit celebrates all the National and International NSS events.
A unit of Youth Red Cross has been recently created in the college.

Students participating in football competition

College Gymnasium

SPORTS, HEALTH & EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Rangapara College does not only impart scholarly knowledge to the students, but also aims to
provide holistic development for them through its comprehensive sports, cultural and extracurricular
activities. The institute has a gymnasium, an indoor sports complex and two outdoor playgrounds, and
encourages its pupils to organize and participate in Annual Sports events. Fresher’s Social Ceremony and
other cultural events are also held for their all-round development. The students are given opportunities to
participate in National, State or Inter College events.

SPORTS, HEALTH AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Yoga practice

Students participating in cultural event

The college always encourages the students to celebrate important State/National/International
days like International Yoga Day, World Environment Day, etc. Health camp, street play, blood donation
camp, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and adopting a village are some of the important initiatives taken by the
college authority to generate social awareness among the students.

COLLEGE AUDITORIUM
The college has a well-equipped and
spacious auditorium, which is used during
organization of different functions like cultural
activities, freshmen social, farewell and other
meetings.

SPORTS, HEALTH, EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME & YOUTH RED CROSS UNIT

NATIONAL
SERVICE
SCHEME (NSS) AND YOUTH RED CROSS UNIT
ABOUT THE
DEPARTMENT
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OTHER
FACILITIES
ABOUT
THE DEPARTMENT
2.

OTHER FACILITIES

3.
4.
5.

A well-equipped canteen is housed in a spacious building providing breakfast, lunch, tea and snacks
at moderate cost.
Recently, a shopping complex has also been installed inside the campus to cater to daily needs of the
students.
There are two parking places available for use by both the staff and the students.
The beauty of the college is enhanced by two ponds present inside the campus
Construction of a waste disposal site

Hygienic and well maintained college canteen

College Shopping Complex

AWARDS
Sl.
No
1

Name of the Award

Target

About the Award

Sponsored by

MURALI DHAR
TAYAL AWARD

Best Commerce Graduate

Merit Certificate
Rs. 10,000 /-

2

DAMUDAR BANSAL
MERIT AWARD

Best Arts Graduate
(Yearly)

Merit Certificate
Rs. 5,000 /-

Family of MURALI
TAYAL (College
Founder)
Family of Late
DAMUDAR BANSAL
(College Founder)

3

RCTA MERIT AWARD

Merit Certificate
Rs. 3,000 /(Each)

RCTA

4.

SOCIAL WORKER
AWARD
NIRMAL
BASUMATARY
SPORTS AWARD

Best Graduate
Arts – 1,
Commerce – 1
(Yearly)
One Boy (Yearly)
One Girl (Yearly)
One for Boy
One for Girl

Merit Certificate and
Trophy
Merit Certificate and
Trophy and Cash Money

Aswini Kr. Deka
(Faculty)
Ganesh Basumatary
(Alumni)

5

FELLOWSHIPS
Sl.
No
1

Parking Shed

College Waste Disposal Ste

2

Name of the Scholarship

Target

Amount

Sponsored by

MERIT

Top rank holder among newly

Rs. 5,000 /-

Dr.RanjanKalita

SCHOLARSHIP

admitted students from other
states
Top rank holder among newly

MERIT
SCHOLARSHIP

3
4

Ponds constructed for biodiversity conservation

Green Corridor to the College Campus

5

admitted students from the state of
Assam

(Principal)
Rs. 5,000 /-

DeependraSarmah

(Each)

(Faculty)

TRIBAL

(One Boy, One Girl)
Merit but poor students from the

Examination fee

PrasantaBoro

SCHOLARSHIP

Bodo community

Hostel fee

(Faculty)

GIRL SCHOLARSHIP

Merit but poor Girl students

Examination fee

Dr.Ranendra Mohan

Hostel fee

Deka
(Vice Principal)
RCSU

RCSU SCHOLARSHIP

Economically Weaker Students

AWARDS AND FELLOWSHIPS

1.

AWARDS AND FELLOWSHIPS

Rs. 5000 /-
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ACHIEVEMENTS

ACHIEVEMENTS

Gauhati University B.A. (Bodo)
2018 Gold medalist
Miss Rwmoi Brahma

Gauhati University Best NSS
Volunteer for the year 2019-20
Sri Subhankar Dey

Gauhati University B.Com. 2019
Gold medalist
Sri Utpal Das

VISITING/ GUEST FACULTIES

Mr. Prasanta Boro, Assistant Professor, HoD (Bodo)
I.
He was awarded InSc BEST TACHER AWARD, 2021
II. He is a member of NEP, Assam Govt.
III. He is a member of the Advisory Committee to the Govt. of Assam on Bhasa
Gaurav Achani.
IV. He is the General Secretary of Bodo Sahitya Sabha.
V. Member, Expert Committee, Education Policy, BTR

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Ananta Kr. Nath , M.A., Ph.D.
Retd. Professor (HoD), Dept. of Hindi, Tezpur University
Phone: 9435185346
E-mail id: aknathtezu@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature

Dr. Aswini Kumar Deka, Assistant Professor, HoD (Assamese)
i)
He has elected as a Member of Academic Council, Gauhati University (2021-24)
ii) Awarded with the prestigious Ph.D. degree by Gauhati University for his thesis
“Axomiya Ongkiya Bhawna Porompora: Baaresohoria Bhawnar Bishesh
Odhyayan xoho”

§
§
§
§
§

Dr. Dinesh Kr. Verma, MA, PhD
Retd. HoD, Dept. of Hindi, Rangapara College
Phone: 8822213557
E-mail id: mail2dkverma@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature

§
§
§
§
§

Mr. Pranjal Kumar Nath
M.A. (Gau. U.), M. Phil. (Gau. U.), SLET
Phone: 7086411584
E-mail id: npranjal95@gmail.com
Area of interest: Literature: Hindi Sahitya ka itihaas

Mr. Ratan Chowdhury
Assistant Professor, HoD (Botany)
i)
He was awarded IJEMR-ELSEVIER SSRN YOUNG SCIENTIST
AWARD, 2020.
ii)
Recently received a PATENT for his discovery in Glucose monitoring system.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr. Ranjan Kalita, Principal, Rangapara College
I.
He has been awarded the prestigious BEST PRINCIPAL AWARD 2020
among the colleges of India by Institute of Scholars, India.
II. He has been awarded INTERNATIONAL EMINENT PRINCIPAL AWARD
by International Institute of Organized Research
III. He was also elected as a member of the Gauhati University Court (2021-24)
IV. He was also awarded with the prestigious BHARAT BHUSHAN AWARD
2022, NITI AYOG, GOI.
V. He has been elected as the General Secretary, Assam College Principals’
Council

VISITING FACULTIES

ACHIEVEMENTS

Rangapara College consists of eminent teaching faculty members whose contributions to the
academic sector have been recognized at national level through various awards. Some of them are also
active members of various state level committees and organizations. Some notable achievements are:
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1. INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL (IQAC)

COLLEGE COMMITTEES AND UNIONS

IQAC is an integral part of the College which oversees its overall academic and organisational quality.
CHAIRPERSON

Dr. Ranjan Kalita, Principal, Rangapara College (Ex-Officio)

COORDINATOR

Sri Atul Sarmah, Department of Economics, Rangapara College

ACADEMICIAN

Prof. Utpal Sarmah, Computer Science and Engineering, Tezpur University

MANAGEMENT
REPRESENTATIVE

Dr. Sukhdev Adhikari, VC Nominee, Governing Body

ADMINISTRATIVE
MEMBER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FACULTY MEMBERS

NOMINEES FROM
EMPLOYEES /
INDUSTRALISTS /
STAKEHOLDERS
ALUMNI & STUDENTS
REPRESENTATIVES

Ms. Adity Gogoi, Circle Officer
Dr. Ranendra Mohan Deka, Vice Principal, Rangapara College
Dr. Aswini Kumar Deka, Programme Officer, NSS (Ex-Officio)
Mr. Prasanta Boro, Librarian i/c
Mr. Nupam Kumar Palit, AEO, Assistant Coordinator
Mrs. Swapna Mandal, Head Assistant, Rangapara College

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dr. Pradip Barman, HoD, History, Assistant Coordinator
Mr. Rakesh Chandra Sarkar, HoD, Bengali
Dr. Mamata Barthakur, Department of Commerce
Mr. Niku Chetia , Department of English
Mr. Bhargab Pratim Bora, ,Department of Education
Dr. Gaurango Chakrabarty, HoD, Chemistry, Assistant Coordinator
Dr. Saswati Purkayastha, Department of Mathematics

1.
2.

Mr. Mohan Chandra Goswami, Principal, Rangapara HS School
Mr. Hemanta Lahkar, Industrialist, Tezpur

1. Sri Rajnish Saikia, President, Alumni Association
2. Sri Ganesh Basumatary, Secretary, Alumni Association

PRESIDENT, RCSU

Ms. Hainasri Wary

GENERAL
SECRETARY,RCSU

Mr. Kangkeswar Boro

2. RANGAPARA COLLEGE TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION (RCTA)
Rangapara college has an active teachers body called the Rangapara College Teachers’
Association (RCTA). All the teaching staff are members of RCTA.RCTA comes under the parent
organization Assam College Teachers’ Association (ACTA), whose primary objective is to safeguard the
interest of the college teachers and improve their service condition and status. The current President of
RCTA is Dr. Mamata Borthakur, Assistant Professor (Commerce) and Secretary is Mr. Deepedra Sarma,
Assistant Professor (English).
3. RANGAPARA COLLEGE STUDENT’ UNION (RCSU)
Rangapara college has a students’ body called the Rangapara College Student Union (RCSU),
whose objective is to look after the welfare of the students. The office bearers are chosen from among the
students every year by means of election.
4. DISCIPLINE & ANTI-RAGGING COMMITTEE
The college strictly follows an anti-ragging policy as outlined by University Grants Commission
vide its letter no F.1-16/2007 (CPP-II) dated June 17, 2009. Display of noisy, disorderly conduct, teasing,
excitement by rough or rude treatment or handling, including rowdy, undisciplined activities which cause
or likely to cause annoyance, undue hardship, physical or psychological harm or raise apprehensive fear in
a fresher, or asking the students to do any act or perform something which such a student will not do in the
ordinary course and which causes him/her shame or embarrassment or danger to his/her life, etc. are
considered as forms of ragging. Any students found indulging in such activities will be dealt with.
CHAIRPERSON

Dr. Naba Kanta Das, Discipline Committee

CONVENOR

Mr. Bhargab P. Borah,, Discipline Committee
Dr. Luxmi Machahary, Anti Ragging Committee
Mr. Subham Ray, Anti Ragging Committee

MEMBERS

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

COLLEGE COMMITTEES AND UNIONS

COLLEGETHE
COMMITTEES
AND UNIONS
ABOUT
DEPARTMENT

Dr. Biman Kr. Sarma
Riten Basumatary
Parismita Boruah
All Hostel Wardens
President & GS, RCSU & All Hostel Prefects

5. STUDENTS’ GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE
There is a Students’ Grievance Committee in the college that attends to the general grievances
of the students, public (related to the College), Staff, and suggest redressal measures within the
framework of College / University / Government rules.
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CHAIRPERSON

Mr. Jiten Hazarika, Department of Assamese

CONVENOR

Sri Deependra Sarmah, HoD, Department of English

MEMBERS

Dr. Pamela Sarmah, Department of English
Dr. Luxmi Machahari, Department of Physics
Mr. Ratan Chowdhury, Department of Botany

ACHIEVEMENTS TO CHERISH ......

6. ICC/WOMEN CELL
The Internal Complaints Committee (ICC)/ Women Cell is present, whose objective is to
counsel and solve the personal and academic related problems of women, and also to organize several
programmes to enhance the confidence level of girl students for their empowerment in the society.
PRESIDING OFFICER

PRESIDING OFFICER

Ms. Anuva Agarwala, HoD, Department of Political Science
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

NAAC ACCREDIATION

IIC ESTABLISHMENT

Dr. R. M. Deka, Vice Principal & Asso. Prof., Department of English
Dr. Mamata Borthakur, Department of Commerce
Dr. Gayatri Gogoi, Department of Chemistry
Ms. Swapna Mondal, UDA (Head Assistant)
Ms. Rimanjali Hazarika (SW)

7. RESEARCH AND IPR CELLS
Rangapara College has a Research & IPR Cell with the prime objective of organizing
research activities such as orientation lectures in research, research Seminars, etc. for the staff and
Students of the college. The cell also takes up major / minor research projects for the College and raise
funds for research activities of the College.
CHAIRPERSON

Dr. Ranjan Kalita, Principal, Rangapara College

VICE PRINCIPAL

Dr. R. M. Deka, Vice Principal, Rangapara College

CONVENOR

Dr. Azizul Hoque (Research), HoD, Department of Mathematics
Mr. Ratan Chowdhury (IPR), HoD, Department of Botany

MEMBERS

Dr. Pradip Barman, HoD, Department of History
Dr. Pamela Sarmah, Department of English
Dr. Mamata Barthakur, Department of Commerce
Dr. Gitartha Kaushik, Department of Zoology

ACHIEVEMENTS TO CHERISH

COLLEGE COMMITTEES AND UNIONS

5. STUDENTS’ GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE (Cont)

ISO CERTIFICATION

DISTRICT GREEN CHAMPION

BEAT COVID CAMPAIGN INITIATIVE
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC TOUR OF RANGAPARA COLLEGE

Welcome to Rangapara College

Follow the block road and this is our girls hostel

Turn right and this is our NSS office

On your entry you will see the auditorium

So, this is our big playground.. Can you see
the big sports complex ??

Follow the road and then turn right for College mart

Turn left and this is our administrative block

Walk some more steps through this green way

Backside of the mart, this is our boys hostel
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